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Becoming a backbone organisation –
lessons from Gloucestershire



• Understand what a backbone organisation is
• Look at the implications for becoming one
• Reflect on whether this is a model for you

Outcomes





We can move is a movement of people committed to getting 
Gloucestershire physically active.

We aim to get more people moving more.

We want a world in which it’s normal and easy to be active.

Active Gloucestershire is the backbone organisation for we can move.

The social movement



We can move



The journey

We can move 
theory of change 
developed

Movement building 
identified as key 
element of TOC

Exploration 
of movement
governance

Backbone 
model concept 
presented to Board

One year 
to decide

Decision to become 
a backbone

Transition 
implications



Why movement building



The definition of a movement



Organisation Movement 
How they define success • Staying in existence 

• Internal growth and successes 
• Incremental improvement
• Accountability to leadership
• Sustaining order

• Ultimate sense of purpose
• Change externally and globally 
• Sweeping change
• Accountability to a cause
• Creating unpredictable change

How they define leadership • Stats with actions
• Title based roles to oversee
• Structured and hierarchical 
• Governance based on oversight, risk 

management and compliance 
• Leadership cultivates organisational loyalty 

• Starts with values
• Action based roles to do
• Distributed and agile
• Governance based on values, strategy 

and direct action 
• Loyalty to the cause not an organisation 

How they define means • Function follows from based on rigid 
structures

• Resources defined by the contributions of 
labour and cash from the outside 

• Structures for maintaining sovereignty 

• Form follows function constantly 
adapting

• Resources defined by the inside
• Structures for collaboration 

Source: Stanford Social Innovation Review 2015 

An organisational vs movement approach



• Behaviour change can’t be delivered ‘top down’ – especially 
if we want to reach those least active.  

• Role is to provide encouragement and support on their 
terms.

• An organisational model can only achieve scale by 
increasing resources – and as you grow the bureaucracy 
can slow you down.

• Get it right and a movement model moves at the speed of 
the people taking up an idea which can be exponential and 
viral and happen without you. 

Why adopt a movement model?



The building blocks of a movement



Interested in what is happening but 
does not proactively engage

Keenly interested in what is happening with the 
movement and will occasionally engage

Actively involved in the one or more parts 
of the movement

Actively championing and promoting the movement 
internally within their own organisations and externally 
across their networks

Takes responsibility for advancing the movement and 
generating more observers, followers, active 
participants and champions by moving them up the 
ladder of engagement



• Does this make sense?
• Does it fit with your experience?
• Any questions on movement building?

Questions



Backbone 
organisation - theory



Conditions for collective impact



• A backbone organisation exists to both grow and co-ordinate the movement, so the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

• Its core function is to help enable ‘champions and influencers’ to act in support of the 
shared purpose.

• It will be run by ‘co-owners’ i.e. those highest on the ladder of engagement.

• It will need a broad range of skills and attributes as well as representation – specifically 
experience and understanding from across the relevant ‘systems’ and strong networks

• How the backbone fulfils its role will change over time and in response to what different 
‘champions and influencers’ need.

• It’s culture is based on trust; modesty and maturity

What is a backbone organisation



Support aligned activities
Enabling collaborative programmes
Workforce development
Enabling WCM programme development

Establish shared measurement 
practices

Developing shared data systems
Advocating partners to buy into this
Supporting partners to use data to make decisions

Build public will
Raising awareness – social media/campaigns
Spotting and developing champions

Advance policy Advocate for policy change
Create tools and support for others to support policy change

Guide vision and strategy Facilitating a common agenda
Supporting partners to align behind that agenda

Mobilise funding Galvanise funders/investors behind our approach

Key functions for a backbone organisation



• The backbone organisation sets the agenda for the group

• The backbone organisation drives the solutions

• The backbone organisation receives all the funding

• The role of backbone can be self appointed rather than selected by the 
community

• That the role of backbone isn’t fundamentally different from ‘business as 
usual’ in terms of staffing, time and resources

Misperceptions of a backbone organisation



How the movement might change over time



• Could you see yourself doing this?

• What challenges do you think you might face?

Questions



Active Gloucestershire’s 
experience 



• Governance

• Programme delivery

• Function

• Staff 

• Website and branding

• Monitoring and evaluation

• Funding model

What had to change



Governance





To manage funding and service 
delivery contracts 

All AG contracts and funding targets 
including those specifically related to 
WCM

To oversee funding provided and 
service delivery  commissioned

Where funding is provided or 
services commissioned to advance 
WCM goals

To protect the movement identity or 
brand

Where champions & influencers 
are acting under the WCM brand 
and identify

To develop support and enable strategy 
in response to what is being learnt and 

what impact is being achieved

To oversee impact and collective 
strategies across WCM

To manage operational risks Including finance, staffing, 
legal compliance

High

High

Low

Low

High

Low

Low

High

High

Medium

Early stage Later stage

Governance roles for a backbone organisation





Function



Inspire
We unite people and 
organisations behind a 
common vision, mission 
values and behaviours

We guide collective strategy

We run and promote campaigns 
that inspire people to be active

We facilitate collective 
advocacy for county policies 
that promote physical activity. 

Connect
We help organisations and people 
understand the “system” they are in 
and how we need to work together to 
bring about change 

We facilitate networks and 
opportunities to bring people 
together to collaborate and share 
good practice

We encourage alignment of activities 
and shared measures to see the 
difference we are collectively making

Enable
We provide key data, identify need 
and demand and share good practice

We turn ideas into reality by increasing 
investment and providing guidance 
and resources to secure 
funding/income

We provide training, workshops and 
consultancy which provide skills/ideas 
on how to get people active 

What we will do



Programme delivery





How Active Gloucestershire activity 
maps to We Can Move



Knowledge hub

Branding

T-shirts/badges

We can move bucket

Toolkits

Changemaker 
programme Grants



Programme How it changed

School games Outsourced

Workforce Changemaker programme focused on: learning labs; campfires; 
network development; getting others to deliver

Barton and Tredworth Outsourced community builder role, training for CBs across county

Sat Clubs Facilitation of collaboration; use of WCM model; development of 
champions

GOGA Forest of Dean Council lead, we play a facilitation and evaluation 
role, including bringing in investment, shared measures

Primary Premium Consultancy role; losing control; CYP systems mapping; whole 
school pilot

Daily Mile County recognition scheme; development of champions

Local authority support Systems mapping, insight provision, use of WCM model; training 
and connectivity; shared measures

Campaigns Entry level campaigns; advocacy and public affairs



Staff



Staff:
• Insight and monitoring 

and evaluation

• Marketing and 
communications

• Facilitators

Systems:
• Smartsheets

• CRM

• Knowledge 
management hub

Development:
• Leadership behaviours

• Losing control

• Culture

• Learning labs

Infrastructure



Build relationships of trust                     
Invest in them as much as 
getting things done.

Stand shoulder to shoulder 
Everyone owns the movement. 
Ask for help when you need it, 
offer it when it will be useful 
and be prepared to grow ideas 
together.

Be curious 
Gather learning, insight and 
data and look especially to 
understand the experiences or 
perspectives furthest from your 
own.

Go where the energy is 
Focus on strengths, emphasise 
the positive and gently 
challenge the negative.

Be brave
the best way to see if 
something works is to 
give it a go.

We can move principles



Website and branding



Monitoring 
and evaluation



wecanmove.net 39

Measuring the ‘we can move’ approach



Funding model



Funding to be the 
backbone function:
• Sport England
• CCG
• County and district councils
• Consultancy
• Insight services

Funding



Questions





• 1-2 2mins = Open and intros

• 3-6 

• 7-13 10 mins Bob

• 14-20 10 mins Bob

• 21 – 41 20 mins Deborah

• Questions

• 10 mins why are you in this workshop – write on postit notes

• Show we can move – where we’re at, the model/theory of change and the journey 10 mins

• Why movement building/what approach we took – 10 mins

• 10 min – talk about this, any questions on movement building

• Backbone – theory – Bob; 15 mins

• 10 mins – could you see yourself doing this, what do you think would be challenges

• Backbone – reality Deborah – what we did, challenges, models 20 mins

• 20 mins – is the model for you? What changes might be required, what learning have you got? If not, why not?

• 5 mins – one or 2 words on what you learnt etc

Structure


